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Carroll officially signs deal with Hawks (updated) 

By Chris Vivlamore

Nearly a month after DeMarre Carroll agreed to terms with the Hawks he signed his contract Friday night.

Carroll announced the signing on Twitter as he wrote: “Now I can Officially say I’m a Atlanta Hawk. God has been better to
me then I have been to myself! The Junkyarddog is on his way!!”

The Hawks waived veteran DeShawn Stevenson Friday afternoon in a move that signaled the Carroll signing was imminent.
The Hawks are expected to announce the Carroll signing Saturday.

Carroll agreed to a two-year, $5 million contract on July 5th, the same day the team agreed to a deal with his Jazz teammate
Paul Millsap. The delay in signing was for salary cap reasons as the Hawks rebuilt much of their roster this offseason. The
Hawks were retaining Bird rights for several of their unrestricted free agents. However, Anthony Tolliver remains the only
player that has not signed elsewhere or had his rights renounced.

Carroll, 6-foot-8, was selected in the first round (No. 27 overall) by the Grizzlies in the 2009 NBA draft out of Missouri. He
averaged 6.0 points and 2.8 rebounds in 66 games last season. In Carroll, the Hawks get a hard-working wing defender
with size. The Hawks hope that work ethic will be contagious for the number of young players on the roster.

“He is a tough-nosed player,” Millsap told the Atlanta Journal-Constitution last month. “Very competitive. Every second he’s
on the court he is going to give his all, diving for loose balls. He wants to guard the best offensive player. Just his grit and
how he approaches the game.”

In four NBA seasons, the 27-year-old Carroll has career averages of 4.2 points and 2.3 rebounds in 13.3 minutes. He
figures to have an expanded role with the Hawks.

In Carroll’s first season at Missouri, after transferring from Vanderbilt, he experienced itchy legs that he was convinced was
due to an allergy. However it turned out that Carroll had a liver disease that could one day require a transplant. He required
medication but the issue has not slowed his on-court tenacity.
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Posted by Ms_Dee at 5:17 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

1st??

Posted by MattP at 5:17 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Now I hope they get a defensive SG.

Posted by MisterBoo at 5:55 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Looking forward to Carroll -- he might be a hidden gem as a bench player of course. 

And that Cunningham guy we got from the Mavs might be a real NBA player -- it was an extra lat first round draft pick. 

Those who were thinking this soft rebuild would be a tank are mistaken -- 42-45 W's

If the Hawks do get into a real championship contending position -- it might be a 2004 Pistons type of them. When that will
be do not know.

Posted by Moses99 at 6:13 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

We have a pretty "Smart" Basketball Team Boys and Girls.....Cliché, high basketball IQ group!

PG...SchroederTeague
SG...Korver/Lou Williams/Jenkins/Cunningham
SF...Milsap/Carroll
PF...Horford
C.....Brand/ODEN

Posted by Steve-W at 6:14 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse
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With Carroll's signing only minimum guys left basically

Think Danny may go after kartslov if Milwaukee renounces/waives him?

Also, Danny's probably targeting Favors, Monroe, Sanders, Gasol or somebody next off season - keeping his cap space
open

Is Hayward a RFA next season? Utah

Posted by 44 at 6:16 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Good deal !!! .... Always have been impressed w/ Carroll. And Stevenson, was likable guy but that " play one game, rest one
game " thingy just wasn't cutting it. Starting to think DF might be good w/ certain aspects of the GM job .... but being charming,
hospitable, and making a player feel wanted (ala Authur Blank) are not his strong suits. And he should be called Dr. Ferry,
'cause he sure makes you wait....LOL - 2 For John Drew

Posted by Kensdobs at 6:20 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

It looks like our 12 man roster is pretty much set. 

C AHorford, Brand, Antic, (Ayon)
PF Milsap, Ayon, (Antic)
SF Carroll, Korver
SG Jenkins, Williams, Cunningham
PG Teague, Schroeder, (Williams)
with Scott & 2 other players rounding out the 14 man roster.

I'll take Brand, Antic or Ayon over Petro any day. I'll take Schroeder over Harris at PG. I'm not saying Milsap is better than Josh,
but he rebounds just as well, is certainly a more efficient inside & outside scorer, & is a better fit for the Spurs style of OFF
we'll employ. Jenkins will be a better shooter & scorer than DHarris, & Carroll gives us more size, consistency & DEF at SF
than we got from Stevenson. 

We've upgraded our depth, outside & inside scoring & rebounding at C & PF. We've upgraded our DEF, depth, speed, skill
level and/or scoring at PG & SG. We've increased our size & DEF at SF. Is this a championship caliber team, NO. Is this a
playoff caliber team, YES. Is this team better than the last 2-3 teams we've had, HELL YES. Will this team be capable of
getting past the 1st rd, YES.

Posted by km42 at 6:26 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

I gotta wonder where all the offense will come from.

Lou will lead us in FTA by a wide margin.

All 3, Millsap, Al and JT will have to increase their numbers. I expect less out of Korver as he did have a career year last year. 

We are def perimeter oriented and I expect to see 2 bigs at the FT elbows instead of posting up anyone.
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The 5 guys who we finish with at the end of games if we started the season today:

Korver
Lou
JT
Al
Millsap

Not a lot of superstar power there......we'll soon be depending on 'go-to Lou'.

Posted by km42 at 6:27 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

C-Viv all over it tonight:

"All Nets principles in Joe Johnson trade of July 11, 2012 gone from Hawks - Stevenson, Morrow, Petro, Farmer and
Williams."

Posted by Vivlamore at 6:43 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

For what it's worth, I will miss DeShawn Stevenson. Always good for a laugh.

Posted by Vivlamore at 6:43 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

km42: I try.

Posted by -Melvin- at 6:44 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Why wait so long to waive Stevenson? Seems like a disservice to Stevenson. Oh well, I could care less b/c neither one of
these transactions excites me....

Posted by The-Truth at 6:44 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"The delay in signing was for salary cap reasons as the Hawks rebuilt much of their roster this offseason." - CV 

As expected, the move was connected with Devin signing with Dallas. 

"However, Anthony Tolliver remains the only player that has not signed elsewhere or had his rights renounced." 
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So, did Petro and Jones get renounced? When did that happen? 

Posted by Just-Joe at 6:49 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

If Carroll signed under the cap, then we've still got the room exception to offer. Any idea if that's indeed the case?

Posted by Vivlamore at 6:50 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

The-Truth: Hawks renounced their rights some time ago. Not a big deal. Neither was coming back.

Posted by IAW at 6:52 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Is this team better than the last 2-3 teams we've had, HELL YES. Will this team be capable of getting past the 1st rd, YES.
---------------------------
This team is not even close to being better than the 11-12 team that won 61% of its reg season games. This team will not
get out of the first round. They can not beat MIA, BK, CHI, or IND in a series.

Posted by km42 at 7:15 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Some of the names being bantered about deserve mention for the DF all-tank team.
They will be known as the foundation for DF's FA clearout.

Posted by joeintucker at 7:17 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"The forward agreed to terns " - so he agreed to a bunch of birds?

Posted by The-Truth at 7:19 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

Scott is on the bubble but he needs time to prove he belong. This yr will reveal "The Truth" about him. 

I'm not a Mack fan but he maybe safe just because is "an end of the bench backup PG" and he's cheap. Also he's not going
to interfere with Dennis maturation. 
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I'm not sure what Cunningham will be. Hopefully he turns out to be Lou Williams lite but that maybe a stretch.

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 7:26 p.m. Aug. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

"Hawks hire another Bobby Knight guy. http://www.ask.com/wiki/Jim_Thomas_(basketball)?o=2800&qsrc=999 This is how
you build culture: you hire coaches from winning programs. Bud's on track."

Woody played under Bob Knight, coached on Larry Brown's NBA champion Pistons team and improved this team's record
six years in a row. Bud hasn't won a single game as head coach. But apparently Bud is establishing a winning culture and
Woody didn't. 

Just to clarify, I am not saying the Hawks had a "winning culture" the last 5 years. I am saying that the very concept of a
"winning culture" doesn't exist.
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